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General 
 
Every Club member must recognise that the nominated cox of any boat 
is responsible at all times for the safety of the crew and the boat. In the 
event of an incident the cox’s experience and competence will be judged a 
significant factor. 
 
It follows that everyone who coxes should have a clear understanding of 
what to do in both normal and emergency situations and has had an 
opportunity to practice them in so far as it is safe to do so.  
 
It is unsafe practice for a novice cox to take the helm without an 
experienced cox in the boat to provide help and advice. Therefore, 
during any rowing session, the nominated cox is not to change places 
with any other crew member unless that person is a qualified cox or is a 
trainee undergoing the Cox’s Course. 
 
The best place for an experienced cox to give instruction to a trainee and 
to ensure they can always be heard is to sit at stroke. Stroke is also the 
easiest place from which to swap seats and take charge if necessary, 
especially if conditions worsen.  
 
The nominated cox at the start of any rowing session will always remain 
responsible for crew and boat safety regardless of whether or not he/she 
occupies the cox’s seat. 
  
No crew member should do anything without the cox’s instruction or the 
crew member having first checked and received permission from the cox. 
This applies not only on the water but also whenever the boat is being 
launched or recovered. 
 
A cox’s ability is not measured just by the amount of time spent at the 
helm or knowing the standard commands. Instead, it is how the cox reacts 
in various situations; what he/she does when their hand is on the helm; 
the commands they give; and the actions they take in various, sometimes 
challenging, situations to safeguard the crew and boat.  
 



A satisfactory level of coxing proficiency can only be ensured by means of 
thorough assessment both in the classroom and on the water. 
 
Against this background, LACRC has introduced a Cox’s Course so that 
as soon as possible whenever a skiff goes on the water it has a proficient 
cox on board though that person need not necessarily be in the cox’s seat. 
The course will consist essentially of about 3 hours classroom time 
discussing general theory followed by practical experience over a period 
of time - leading to an overall assessment. 
 
The Course will identify the Cox’s Responsibilities; explain the Standard 
Rowing Commands; look briefly at Race Coxing; list factors that will be 
considered in the Cox Assessment which will take place in the classroom; 
during discussion; and practically on the water; and provide Training 
Guidelines for both trainees and trainers. 
 
The Cox’s Course Assessment will assume a general knowledge of other 
LACRC Handouts eg Safety Manual, Risk Assessment, Member’s Hand 
Book and Training Manual etc issued to members on joining. The actual 
assessment will be carried out in house by the Club’s Training Officer 
and/or Captain. 
  
The eventual aim is to make rowing and coxing interchangeable so that  
everyone who rows is also able to cox. This task is ongoing and it is 
hoped that every member will take the course as soon as they have 
familiarised themselves with basic rowing techniques and gained some 
experience on the water.  
 
Some members may wish to focus on coxing but it is important that they 
also row from time to time. Also, some coxes will wish to take part in 
competitive events whether they be sprint or long distance whilst others 
may prefer to concentrate more on acquiring navigational and 
seamanship skills needed for rowing expeditions. The social aspects of 
coastal rowing are no less important but a qualified cox is still necessary 
whenever a boat is on the water. 
 
It is important that the Club has flexibility in putting crews together and  
the more trained coxes the Club has the fairer things will become as 
every member begins to assume greater responsibility afloat.  
 
Finally, the course whilst requiring some private study and practice on 
the water is not intended to be daunting or demanding.  Instead it 
should be seen as a natural progression for each member to take 
providing them with the opportunity to fulfil their leadership potential 



through increased confidence and proficiency, whilst also realising that 
coxing can be fun.   


